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“Our strategy should be not only to confront 
empire, but to lay siege to it. To deprive it of 
oxygen. To shame it. To mock it. With our art, 
our music, our literature, our stubbornness, 
our joy, our brilliance, our sheer relentless-
ness – and our ability to tell our own stories. 
Stories that are different from the ones we’re 
being brainwashed to believe. 

The corporate revolution will collapse if we 
refuse to buy what they are selling – their 
ideas, their version of history, their wars,  
their weapons, their notion of inevitability. 

Remember this: We be many and they be  
few. They need us more than we need them. 

Another world is not only possible, she is 
on her way. On a quiet day, I can hear her 
breathing.”

- Arundhati Roy, War Talk
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Introduction
Start doing the things you think should be done.
Start being what you think society should become.
Do you believe in free speech? Then speak freely.
Do you love the truth? Then tell it.
Do you believe in an open society? Then act in the open.
Do you believe in a decent and human society?
Then behave decently and humanely.

- Adam Michnik

Direct action is at the heart of all human advancement. Sound like a gran-
diose claim? It is. But it’s also beautifully simple: direct action means that 
we take collective action to change our circumstances, without handing 
our power to a middle person.

We believe in the importance of experiencing reading as a collective act 
as a form of resistance and in the empowering feeling that doing so can 
generate. On Sunday 27 January 2019 we got together to share and discuss 
some good readings about direct action.

We decided to collect and print them together in a zine, that is the one  
you are reading, in the hope that these texts will be useful for other people 
that, like us, are refusing to give up to “their notion of inevitability”. 
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Extract from

Free Women of Spain
by Martha A. Ackelsberg 
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Recognizing the social construction of relations of domination and sub-
ordination is, of course, not the same as changing them. The complexities 
of the anarchist perspective on revolutionary change become clear when 
we examine the attempts of Spanish anarchists to deal with overcoming 
subordination in general.

One of the defining characteristics of the communalist-anarchist tradi-
tion is the insistence that means must be consistent with ends. If the goal 
of revolutionary struggle is a non-hierarchical egalitarian society, then 
it must be created through the activities of a nonhierarchical movement. 
Otherwise, participants will never be empowered to act independently,  
and those who lead the movement will direct the post-revolutionary 
society.

The anarchist commitment to an egalitarian, nonhierarchical revolutio-
nary process seems to require that people recognize their own abilities in 
order to participate. Successful anarchist revolution apparently depends 
on the prior achievement of what is perhaps the most complex aim of the 
revolutionary movement itself: popular empowerment. The solution to 
this paradox is to be found in anarchist understandings of the revoluti-
onary process. People are expected to prepare themselves for revolution 
(and for living in a communitarian society) by participating in activities 
and practices that are themselves egalitarian, empowering, and therefore 
transformative . There can be no hierarchy structured into the process of 
social change. The way to create a new society is to create new reality. 

We can best understand the Spanish anarchist perspective on empower-
ment and the process of consciousness-change by examining their com-
mitment to “direct action.” Direct action meant that the goal of any and 
all of these activities was to provide ways for people to get in touch with 
their own powers and capacities, to take back the power of naming them-
selves and their lives. It was to be distinguished from more conventional 
political activity even in a democratic system. Instead of attempting to 
make change by forming interest groups to pressure politicians, anarchists 
insisted that we learn to think and act for ourselves by joining together in 
organizations in which our experience, our perception, and our activity 
can guide and make the change. Knowledge does not precede experience, 
it flows from it: “We begin by deciding to work, and through working, we 
learn ... We will learn how to live in libertarian communism by living in it.”
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People learn how to be free only by exercising freedom: “We are not going 
to find ourselves ... with people ready-made for the future ... Without the 
continued exercise of their faculties, there will be no free people ... The 
external revolution and the internal revolution presuppose one another, 
and they must be simultaneous in order to be successful.”

Direct action activities that arose from day-to-day needs and experiences 
represented ways in which people could take control of their lives. As also 
feminists have learned, whether through consciousness-raising groups 
or in community organizing, participation in such activities would have 
both internal and external effects, allowing people to develop a sense of 
competence and self-confidence while they acted to change their situa-
tion. Engagement of this sort empowered people and fortified them to act 
together again. 

Further, direct action not only empowered those who participated in it, it 
also had effects on others through what anarchists termed “propaganda by 
the deed.” Often, that term meant bomb-throwing, assassination attempts, 
and the like. It had another meaning, however, referring to a kind of 
exemplary action that attracted adherents by the power of the positive 
example it set. Contemporary examples of propaganda by the deed include 
food or day-care coops, collectively run businesses, sweat equity housing 
programs, women’s self-help health collectives, urban squats, or women’s 
peace camps. While such activities empower those who engage in them, 
they also demonstrate to others that non-hierarchical forms of organiza-
tion can and do exist-and that they can function effectively. Obviously, if 
such actions are to have the desired empowerment effects, they must be 
largely self-generated, rather than being devised and directed from above. 

Finally, and most important, direct action could take place only within 
a context of “preparation.” Although all people had within them a sense 
of equality and justice based in their participation in social relationships, 
that almost instinctive sense was insufficient to lead to revolutionary 
action. Preparation was necessary both to point out to people the com-
munal nature and context of their plight and to enable them to recog-
nize the possibilities of their collective action. Without such preparation, 

“revolution” would lead only to the reinstitution of authority in new forms. 
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However paradoxical it may seem, people must be prepared to act sponta-
neously on their own behalf. Along with Marx, anarchists believed that  
the best preparation, the best technique for what we call conciousness- 
raising, was action. “Capitalism is mortally wounded, but its agony will be 
prolonged until we are ready to substitute for it successfully. And we will 
not achieve that by pretty-sounding phrases, but by demonstrating our 
constructive and organizing capacity.”
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The Transformation of Silence
into Language and Action
by Audre Lorde
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I have come to believe over and over again that what is most important to 
me must be spoken, made verbal and shared, even at the risk of having it 
bruised or misunderstood. That the speaking profits me, beyond any other 
effect. I am standing here as a Black lesbian poet, and the meaning of all 
that waits upon the fact that I am still alive, and might not have been. Less 
than two months ago I was told by two doctors, one female and one male, 
that I would have to have breast surgery, and that there was a 60 to 80 per-
cent chance that the tumor was malignant. Between that telling and the 
actual surgery, there was a three, week period of the agony of an involun-
tary reorganization of my entire life. The surgery was completed, and the 
growth was benign.

But within those three weeks, I was forced to look upon myself and my 
living with a harsh and urgent clarity that has left me still shaken but 
much stronger. This is a situation faced by many women, by some of you 
here today. Some of what I experienced during that time has helped eluci-
date for me much of what I feel concerning the transformation of silence 
into language and action.

In becoming forcibly and essentially aware of my mortality, and of what 
I wished and wanted for my life, however short it might be, priorities and 
omissions became strongly etched in a merciless light, and what I most 
regretted were my silences. Of what had I ever been afraid? To question or 
to speak as I believed could have meant pain, or death. But we all hurt in 
so many different ways, all the time, and pain will either change or end. 
Death, on the other hand, is the final silence. And that might be coming 
quickly, now, without regard for whether I had ever spoken what needed 
to be said, or had only betrayed myself into small silences, while I plan-
ned someday to speak, or waited for someone else’s words. And I began to 
recognize a source of power within myself that comes from the knowledge 
that while it is most desirable not to be afraid, learning to put fear into a 
perspective gave me great strength.

I was going to die, if not sooner than later, whether or not I had ever spo-
ken myself. My silences had not protected me. Your silence will not protect 
you. But for every real word spoken, for every attempt I had ever made to 
speak those truths for which I am still seeking, I had made contact with 
other women while we examined the words to fit a world in which we all 
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believed, bridging our differences. And it was the concern and caring of  
all those women which gave me strength and enabled me to scrutinize  
the essentials of my living.

The women who sustained me through that period were Black and white, 
old and young, lesbian, bisexual, and heterosexual, and we all shared a war 
against the tyrannies of silence. They all gave me a strength and concern 
without which I could not have survived intact. Within those weeks of 
acute fear came the knowledge - within the war we are all waging with  
the forces of death, subtle and otherwise, conscious or not - I am not only 
a casualty, I am also a warrior.

What are the words you do not yet have? What do you need to say? What 
are the tyrannies you swallow day by day and attempt to make your own, 
until you will sicken and die of them, still in silence? Perhaps for some of 
you here today, I am the face of one of your fears. Because I am woman, 
because I am Black, because I am lesbian, because I am myself - a Black 
woman warrior poet doing my work - come to ask you, are you doing 
yours?

And of course I am afraid, because the transformation of silence into lan-
guage and action is an act of self-revelation, and that always seems fraught 
with danger. But my daughter, when I told her of our topic and my diffi-
culty with it, said, “Tell them about how you’re never really a whole person 
if you remain silent, because there’s always that one little piece inside you 
that wants to be spoken out, and if you keep ignoring it, it gets madder and 
madder and hotter and hotter, and if you don’t speak it out one day it will 
just up and punch you in the mouth from the inside.” 

In the cause of silence, each of us draws the face of her own fear - fear of 
contempt, of censure, or some judgment, or recognition, of challenge, of 
annihilation. But most of all, I think, we fear the visibility without which 
we cannot truly live. Within this country where racial difference creates a 
constant, if unspoken, distortion of vision, Black women have on one hand 
always been highly visible, and so, on the other hand, have been rende-
red invisible through the depersonalization of racism. Even within the 
women’s movement, we have had to fight and still do, for that very visibi-
lity which also renders us most vulnerable, our Blackness. For to survive in 
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the mouth of this dragon we call america, we have had to learn this  
first and most vital lesson - that we were never meant to survive. Not as 
human beings. And neither were most of you here today, Black or not. And 
that visibility which makes us most vulnerable is that which also is the 
source of our greatest strength. Because the machine will try to grind you 
into dust anyway, whether or not we speak. We can sit in our corners mute 
forever while our sisters and our selves are wasted, while our children are 
distorted and destroyed, while our earth is poisoned; we can sit in our safe 
corners mute as bottles, and we will still be no less afraid.

In my house this year we are celebrating the feast of Kwanza, the  
African-american festival of harvest which begins the day after Christmas 
and lasts for seven days. There are seven principles of Kwanza, one for 
each day. The first principle is Umoja, which means unity, the decision to 
strive for and maintain unity in self and community. The principle for  
yesterday, the second day, was Kujichagulia - self-determination - the 
decision to define ourselves, name ourselves, and speak for ourselves, 
instead of being defined and spoken for by others. Today is the third day of 
Kwanza , and the principle for today is Ujima - collective work and respon-
sibility - the decision to build and maintain ourselves and our communi-
ties together and to recognize and solve our problems together. 

Each of us is here now because in one way or another we share a commit-
ment to language and to the power of language, and to the reclaiming of 
that language which has been made to work against us. In the transforma-
tion of silence into language and action, it is vitally necessary for each one 
of us to establish or examine her function in that transformation and to 
recognize her role as vital within that transformation. 

For those of us who write, it is necessary to scrutinize not only the truth 
of what we speak, but the truth of that language by which we speak it. For 
others, it is to share and spread also those words that are meaningful to 
us. But primarily for us all, it is necessary to teach by living and speaking 
those truths which we believe and know beyond understanding. Because 
in this way alone we can survive, by taking part in a process of life that is 
creative and continuing, that is growth.
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And it is never without fear - of visibility, of the harsh light of scrutiny and 
perhaps judgment, of pain, of death. But we have lived through all of those 
already, in silence, except death. And I remind myself all the time now that 
if I were to have been born mute, or  had maintained an oath of silence my 
whole life long for safety, I would still have suffered, and I would still die. 
It is very good for establishing perspective.

And where the words of women are crying to be heard, we must each of 
us recognize our responsibility to seek those words out, to read them and 
share them and examine them in their pertinence to our lives. That we not 
hide behind the mockeries of separations that have been imposed upon us 
and which so often we accept as our own. For instance, “I can’t possibly 
teach Black women’s writing - their experience is so different from mine.” 
Yet how many years have you spent teaching Plato and Shakespeare and 
Proust? Or another, “She’s a white woman and what could she possibly 
have to say to me?” Or, “She’s a lesbian, what would my husband say, or my 
chairman?” Or again, “This woman writes of her sons and I have no child-
ren.” And all the other endless ways in which we rob ourselves of ourselves 
and each other.

We can learn to work and speak when we are afraid in the same way we 
have learned to work and speak when we are tired. For we have been socia-
lized to respect fear more than our own needs for language and definition, 
and while we wait in silence for that final luxury of fearlessness, the weight 
of that silence will choke us.

The fact that we are here and that I speak these words is an attempt to 
break that silence and bridge some of those differences between us, for it 
is not difference which immobilizes us, but silence. And there are so many 
silences to be broken.
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De les barricades d’ahir
a les victòries de demà
by Adriana Roca and Núria Martí 
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Aquest divendres hi ha la intenció per part del Consell de Ministres de 
reunir-se a Barcelona, i fa poc, s’ha fet pública la reunió prèvia a aquest 
entre el president del Govern espanyol i el de la Generalitat de Catalunya. 
Ambdues reunions estan plantejades per fer una demostració de força per 
part del govern estatal, tant com per tot allò que impliquen simbòlicament 
com per l’acompanyament a aquestes de milers de policies, evidenciant 
així com el règim del 78, del qual el PSOE n’és partícip, trontolla per totes 
bandes.

N’és partícip perquè el règim el necessita, per autolegitimar-se intentant 
vendre algunes de les seves polítiques com socialdemocràcia, perquè la 
classe treballadora les creguem com victòries quan realment ens lleven 
tota possibilitat de tenir vides dignes. Queda palès quan veim com es 
consolida [Vivim en] un sistema que ens deixa sense casa, sense feina o en 
condicions de precarietat extrema negant-se a derogar la reforma laboral 
del PP; que manté murs i reixes tacades de sang a la frontera sud i tanca 
persones en CIEs pel fet de ser migrants, desposseint-les de la dignitat 
inherent a tot ésser humà; que gira l’esquena a la violència masclista i 
sustenta una justícia patriarcal que deixa violadors en llibertat i tanca 
els ulls davant les agressions que pateixen les temporeres a Huelva; que 
es lucra de vendre armes a aquells que financen Daesh; que participa de 
l’imperialisme de l’OTAN i –sobretot– s’evidencia quan li fa el joc a la 
dreta espanyola. 

Va fer-ho durant la transició i segueix fent-ho ara, amb el pacte amb el PP 
per aprovar la reforma de l’art. 135 de la Constitució espanyola, quan varen 
acordar l’aplicació del 155 i van criminalitzar a les independentistes que l’1 
d’Octubre vam sortir a votar, mantenint a les preses polítiques a la presó i 
segueixen fent-ho quan legitimen a la dreta més rància de l’Estat espanyol 
en els seus atacs més flagrants contra l’organització popular i aquells 
col·lectius que són capaços de jugar un pols al poder, clamant als mitjans la 
nostra il·legalització.

Per tot l’esmentat, en reacció a la presència del Govern [del PSOE] 
socialista a Catalunya, des de l’autoorganització popular s’han convocat, 
conjuntament amb diferents agents socials i polítics d’arreu del territori, 
mobilitzacions de rebuig, perquè encara que intentin que se’ns oblidi, el 
PSOE és un dels pilars polítics essencials pel sosteniment del Règim i la 
nostra obligació com a poble és no restar callades davant dels seus atacs.
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La història ens ha ensenyat molts exemples de lluita, ja que una vegada 
darrere l’altra, la classe treballadora s’ha rebel·lat contra les opressions 
i aquell qui l’oprimeix. Als Països Catalans trobam nombrosos exemples 
d’aquesta cultura revolucionària: des de la lluita antifranquista dels 
maquis a les muntanyes, a les milicianes que s’aixecaren contra el feixisme 
amb tots els mitjans al seu abast; des de les obreres de les selfactines 
alcoianes a les obreres de la Setmana Gloriosa (mal anomenada Setmana 
Tràgica), sense oblidar els maulets i tantes altres que ens precediren en 
la lluita. I tot i que la classe dominant ha volgut amagar aquesta tradició 
per fer-nos-la oblidar, als Països Catalans veim com l’organització i 
l’empoderament col·lectiu s’enforteixen i avancen.

Darrerament, hem vist la lluita combativa exemplificada amb el moviment 
Armilles Grogues, que ens ensenya que de les revoltes populars en surten 
victòries, tot i el grau de repressió i la força i control que actualment tenen 
els estats capitalistes. Hem vist la utilitat de la lluita combativa, de la força 
del poble per crear inestabilitat en un sistema que l’oprimeix. Així doncs, 
tancar les portes a la combativitat és descartar una eina per aconseguir 
la victòria, és desposseir-nos –nosaltres mateixes– de possibilitats per fer 
front aquells qui precaritzen les nostres vides i, en definitiva, d’opcions  
per guanyar.

És per això que [així doncs] exercir l’autodefensa popular per protegir-se  
de la violència institucionalitzada ja no és que sigui legítim, que 
naturalment ho és, sinó que és necessari. I és necessari defensar-la, 
aconseguir fugir de la moral burgesa que ens fa renegar d’allò que ens és 
útil com a classe treballadora, que ens fa condemnar la que segurament 
és una de les nostres millors eines. Així doncs, hem de saber jugar les 
eines de lluita, les hem de saber aplicar, organitzar i construir. Hem de 
saber teixir victòries malgrat que l’enemic estigui preparat, tot combinant 
manifestacions, accions esporàdiques i okupacions, pintura, pancartes  
i barricades, casals, ateneus i festes populars, independència, socialisme  
i feminisme. En definitiva: organitzarnos i guanyar.

Sabem que, tant el 20 com el 21 de desembre, el poble català s’alçarà contra 
un govern estatal opressor que mai ha tengut com a objectiu la millora 
de les condicions de vida de la classe treballadora. També sabem que les 
mobilitzacions que hi hagi durant aquestes jornades seran combatives, 
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així com el macrodispositiu policial que assetja Barcelona ens fa saber que 
seran fortament reprimides. Però com hem vist amb el recent exemple de 
l’Estat francès, no es pot exigir a un poble que resti passiu davant d’unes 
condicions de vida de misèria, davant d’un règim que manté entre reixes 
les preses polítiques i lluny de casa les exiliades, que atempta cada dia amb 
menys pudor contra qualsevol mena de llibertat d’expressió mentre empara 
l’extrema dreta en el seu discurs d’odi, que reprimeix qualsevol mostra 
d’organització i lluita. No ens podem quedar quietes ni podem renunciar 
a defensar-nos.

El poder, a través dels mitjans de comunicació que formen part de 
l’engranatge de propaganda, ens criminalitzarà i intentarà fer creure al 
món que nosaltres som les violentes, que nosaltres mereixem la repressió, 
que som qui atacam en lloc de ser qui es defensa, i ho farà en un estèril 
intent d’alliçonar a tot un poble en la submissió, però nosaltres no ho 
hem estat mai de submises. No deixarem de lluitar i de fer servir les eines 
que calgui per fer-ho, perquè si amb la repressió busquen que continuem 
oprimides, no els cedirem mai aquesta victòria. No podem deixar que ens 
confonguin d’enemics, perquè l’important és per què lluitem i no si ho fem 
amb la cara tapada o no. De les barricades d’ahir construirem les victòries 
de demà. Som poble rebel: tombem el règim!
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Extract from

Everyday Revolutions
(Horizontalism and Autonomy in Argentina)
by Marina A. Sitrin 
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HIJOS (Hijas y HIJOS por Identitad y Justicia y contra el Olvido y  
Silencio; Daughters and Sons for Identity and Justice and Against Silence 
and Forgetting) is significantly different from the Madres de la Plaza  
de Mayo (Mother of the Disappeared), who continue to demand that the 
government return their children and that those responsible are  
punished; or even the Abuelas, the grandmothers, who continue to look for 
those children stolen and ‘adopted’ from the prisons and torture chambers 
during the dictatorship. HIJOS is not placing demands upon the govern-
ment, but rather speaks to society as a whole. Its members address society 
as a way of consciously breaking with the silence around what took place, 
what it call a ‘social silence’.

Most of the HIJOS generation were in their twenties during the 1990s. 
Most of the HIJOS grew up without a parent, aunt, cousin, or other close 
relative, that person having been literally taken from their home and 
family, tortures, and perhaps dropped into the river to die. Murdered -  
and murdered because of their ideas of social change, or their identifica-
tion with those who wanted and sought change. These children grew up 
with other relatives caring for them, sometimes in Argentina, Brazil or 
Cuba. HIJOS is a group of young people who grew up with an ever-present 
rupture: the mother who never came home, or the father who was tortured 
so badly that despite surviving, seemed only the shell of a human being. 
Perhaps worst of all, these children grew up in a society that did not blame 
or punish the people who tortured and killed their parents. They grew up 
in an atmosphere of silence and forgetting.

There was no public outcry at the Ley de Punto Final (the ‘Full Stop’ Law, 
that prohibited prosecution and investigation of people accused of violence 
during the dictatorship), neither at the fact that military officials and tor-
turers from the dictatorship were living, seemingly happily enough, among 
everyone else in society. People were afraid. People were silent. HIJOS 
organized to speak specifically to this silence. Many in HIJOS have, and 
had, little confidence in the government, whether ‘democratic’ or other-
wise. When HIJOS formed in 1995 there were hundreds to thousands of 
known genocidas (those who committed genocide) living in society, unpu-
nished, free - and not only unpunished by the state, but living in peace 
in society as a whole. HIJOS’ goal is not to speak to the genocidas, but 
their neighbors and society in general: those who were letting people who 
committed such atrocities live in peace and silence. The form their protest 
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took was more of a public outing than a protest, and part of a serious and 
long campaign which became known as the escrache. An escrache is this 
process of outing - a tactic for social awareness using direct action, theater 
and education against silence and forgetting.

An escrache, or escrachar in slang, means ‘to put into evidence, disclose 
to the public, or reveal what is hidden’. Escraches begin with research. 
The person who is ‘outed’ has been researched in great depth. There are 
often people who can testify directly that they tortured them, or that they 
witnessed this person carrying out torture. There are oral or actual records 
of the person’s participation in or with the military. Once the person’s 
actions have been confirmed, education in the neighborhood begins. Maps 
are made, based on the city maps used by tourism or the subway system, 
and a location is pinpointed which says ‘AQUI’ (‘here’) - as many maps can 
indicate where one lives - then it says ‘Aqui vive un genocida’ (‘Here lives a 
person who has committed genocide’). The map contains footnotes which 
go into detail as to who the person is, what atrocities they have commit-
ted, and so forth. These maps are pasted over local maps, on street lamps, 
newspaper stands, store fronts, walls, and throughout the neighborhood.
\
HIJOS and its supporters distribute information leaflets to the people who 
live in the neighborhood, asking if they know that a genocida lives there. 
The flyer campaign continues for a few weeks and then action is sche-
duled. Action takes on different forms, most often they are in front of a 
person’s home. The police are always there, in large numbers, protecting 
the house. However, HIJOS’ intention is not to attack the house; instead, it 
does street theater, sometimes acting out what the person did, the horrors 
they committed. Sometimes it is more informational: HIJOS states what 
the person has done, then throws red paint bomb at the door of the house 
or apartment at the end. Sometimes it creates songs, and goes through the 
neighborhood singing about what happened.

An escrache:

It is growing dark. A group of young people begin to gather in front of 
a hospital. It is an old hospital, which now serves the general popu-
lation and was formerly a military hospital. It is a hospital with a 
memory. It is a hospital that was not used to heal. This hospital was 
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used by the military for torture during the brutal dictatorship that 
lasted from 1976 until 1983.

More young people arrive. There is a small stage erected. People grow 
quiet. Clearly something has been planned. Many people have masks 
and wear costumes. The mood is somber. No, it is not so much somber 
as chilling and quiet … we are waiting … the feeling is that you do 
not really want to be there, but you don’t want to leave wither. It is a 
strange and powerful sensation. Like the pull of watching a suspense-
ful film, your heart begins to beat faster as you know something bad 
will take place, but yet you cannot turn away.

A performance begins. A woman is alone. She is in a cell. Three men in 
military uniforms enter the cell. She begins to whimper … the crows 
begins to shift a little uncomfortably … I shiver, dreading what they 
are going to act out. As the men get closer to here, her whimpers begin 
to get louder -  it becomes a scream as the two men hold her down and 
the third raps her. She screams again, they change places, and again … 
and then there is silence.

The stage goes dark.

The stage begins to lighten, brighter and brighter until there is a 
harshly lit bed, surrounded by white lights. We are no longer in a 
prison cell but a small hospital room. The same woman is there. She is 
pregnant. She is chained to the bed. Her legs are in stirrups. She cries 
out again, this time in labor. Two men and a woman enter the room: 
they deliver the baby. A military man smiles widely to the crowd and 
takes the infant. He holds it up in the air for all to see, like a proud 
father. The woman screams - she is injected - her screams fade …

The infant is gone

A speaker with a mask tells us that this was done at the military hospi-
tal that we have all assembled in front of - we are told that some of the 
doctors from the time of the dictatorship still work there. Ones like we 
just saw deliver the baby before the woman, the mother, was murde-
red.
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The crowd erupts - things are thrown at the hospital walls that 
explode on impact, creating huge red splatters. It looks like blood 
is dripping down the walls. It moves down the wall, and the chill 
remains in the air.

This is an escrache.

The point of this action is not for justice in either definition. The point is 
that there can be no justice by the very nature of this people living freely 
in society without any social outcry. HIJOS makes that outcry. HIJOS takes 
the silence and breaks it. HIJOS speaks to neighbors, to society, and makes 
people uncomfortable. HIJOS makes noise in the silence.
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Extract from

Endgame
by Samuel Beckett
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Old endgame lost of old, play and lose and have done with losing

They said to me, That’s love, yes, yes, not a doubt, now you see how easy  
it is. 
They said to me, That’s friendship, yes, yes, no question, you’ve found it. 
They said to me, Here’s the place, stop, raise your head and look at all that 
beauty. That order! 
They said to me, Come now, you’re not a brute beast, think upon these 
things and you’ll see how all becomes clear. And simple! 
They said to me, What skilled attention they get, all these dying of their 
wounds.

I say to myself— sometimes, Clov, you must learn to suffer better than that 
if you want them to weary of punishing you— one day. 
I say to myself—sometimes, Clov, you must be better than that if you want 
them to let you go—one day. 
But I feel too old, and too far, to form new habits. 
Good, it’ll never end, I’ll never go.

Then one day, suddenly, it ends, it changes, I don’t understand, it dies, or 
it’s me, I don’t understand that either. 
I ask the words that remain— sleeping, waking, morning, evening. They 
have nothing to say. 

I open the door of the cell and go. I am so bowed I only see my feet, if I 
open my eyes, and between my legs a little trail of black dust. 
I say to myself that the earth is extinguished, though I never saw it lit.
It’s easy going.
When I fall I’ll weep for happiness.
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The dog and the wolf
by Aesop 
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A gaunt Wolf was almost dead with hunger when he happened to meet a 
House-dog who was passing by. “Ah, Cousin,” said the Dog. “I knew how it 
would be; your irregular life will soon be the ruin of you. Why do you not 
work steadily as I do, and get your food regularly given to you?”

“I would have no objection,” said the Wolf, “if I could only get a place.”

“I will easily arrange that for you,” said the Dog; “come with me to my 
master and you shall share my work.” 

So the Wolf and the Dog went towards the town together. On the way there 
the Wolf noticed that the hair on a certain part of the Dog’s neck was very 
much worn away, so he asked him how that had come about.

“Oh, it is nothing,” said the Dog. “That is only the place where the collar 
is put on at night to keep me chained up; it chafes a bit, but one soon gets 
used to it.” “Is that all?” said the Wolf. “Then good-bye to you, Master 
Dog. I would not be a king, to lose my liberty.”

Better starve free than be a fat slave.







the Barricade
Every Sunday, 16pm - 23pm
barricade@riseup.net

ACU
Voorstraat 71 
Utrecht

The Barricade is a volunteer-run collective inspired by raccoons  
and anarchism.

Every Sunday from 4pm to 11pm we do what we can to oppose this 
capitalist society we live in by being open as a social space with a 
public library and an anti-foodwaste kitchen.

Our library has a variety of books and zines on anarchism, 
feminism and queer theory, marxism, decolonialism, environ-
mentalism, squatting and DIY culture. Becoming a member and 
borrowing books is free. We believe that self-education is a crucial 
element in the struggle for social change and therefore we aim  
to provide a space for collective learning – join us for discussions, 
reading groups and workshops that are free and open to anyone 
interested! 


